Dear Welsh Travellers
Here is an update following our recent planning trip to mid Wales. For those of you who have been to the
Portmeirion part of this trip previously (thank you and thank you again for those who have been more than
once) we have made a few changes to one of the days so you’re not experiencing the same thing all over
again and of course, as our standard policy, you are very welcome to go and explore on your own as long
as we see you and the car in one piece in the evenings. Of course this will mean you might miss the
opportunity to win the staggeringly beautiful Observation Trophy if you’re not driving the route.
Our first hotel is the Estuary Hotel in Portmeirion - a
1920’s purpose-built village on the edge of the River
Dwyryd which is where the tv series The Prisoner was
filmed in the late 1960s. You really won’t have stayed
anywhere like this with it’s quirky buildings and colourful
layout. During our stay there we will have a private
guided tour where you will learn the history and that not
everything is at it first seems.
We have exclusive use of all the bedrooms at the
Estuary Hotel where we have private breakfast and
dining area with very good food overlooking the estuary.
A few of you (you know who you are) are staying at Castle Deudraeth at the top of the complex which has
an on-call shuttle service down to the Estuary Hotel so we can all have breakfast and dinner together. On
one of our evenings we are all having dinner at Castle Deudraeth so we can listen to the Dryfor Male Voice
Choir; this was beautiful on our last tour there and very well received so we hope you enjoy it.
Our first run from this hotel is the “Over the Hills and Far Away’
run taking you on a journey through Bala, Barmouth (over the
little wooden bridge) and Harlech with some lovely scenic views
and some long stretches where you can blow the cobwebs out
of the car.
Our second day is rather fluid giving you the option to visit the
world famous National Trust Bodnant Gardens - 80 acres of
hillside gardens with an arboretum and a chance to see the rare
plants that are there. If you would rather drive a route then we have our ‘Going round the Mountain’ run.
This literally takes you all round Mount Snowdon through Betws-y-Coed, the pretty village of Bedgelert and
Llanberis where, if the weather is good, you can take a trip on Mount Snowdon railway to the summit.
Alternatively just over the road is the Electric Mountain which is a tour around a fascinating hydroelectric
complex. It really is far more interesting than it sounds and if the weather is not very friendly then a visit
here is a good option.
On our journey between hotels we are stopping off at the Nanteos Country House Hotel for lunch. This is a
Grade 1 listed Mansion which has Grade 2 Listed stables and a walled garden set in 30 acres of grounds.
Our second hotel is the Lake Country Hotel in Llagammarch Wells, recommended to us by club members.
All of our rooms are in the main hotel building. This is a very friendly hotel with excellent staff service. The
emphasis is on making you feel at home and comfortable rather than focusing on administration so from
the reception staff to the waiters everyone has time to answer questions and give advice.

It is slightly different from your usual hotel in that it
doesn’t have a main bar and drinks are by waiter
service but you can sit in their comfortable chairs and
sofas and enjoy being waited on rather than hanging
around in queues at a bar. The food is very good and
we will again have our own breakfast and dining area in
the Orangery restaurant. There is a really good indoor
swimming pool with a jacuzzi and steam rooms and also
a good beauty salon which are all in a separate complex
just a couple of minutes walk from the main hotel building.
Our first run from here gives you a chance to explore the towns and villages in the area via some really
beautiful roads but also using main roads in part where the side roads are not particularly worth the effort.
This is a reasonably quiet day so you can do what you want as the run has several options where you can
do a bit of it, all of it or add your own preferences, it’s entirely up to you. We go to Builth Wells, Rhayader
(pronounced Raider) and up to Llanidloes but if you just want to visit Builth Wells and go back and have a
relaxing day by the pool that’s fine by us.
The second run is the Cambrian Mountains run which takes you along the mountain road with some
spectacular views. There are no particularly difficult climbs or turns on this run which is mainly on single
track road with passing places. The first time we drove it was in the rain and the road was fine, it’s not on
gravel tracks and doesn’t turn into a muddy quagmire under the car. Some of this drive is very remote so
don’t expect to drop into a town for coffee and cake in a little village somewhere, there isn’t one. We have
a coffee stop a little way into the run and we tell you the best places to stop for a break before you hit the
remote area. The photo below was taken while we were planning the run.

After the main section we have organised a late lunch for you at the Penbont House, just before the Elan
Valley Visitor Centre. We were hoping to organise lunch at the Visitor Centre but after experiencing the
culinary disaster that they called Welsh Rarebit we decided that their café was best left for cups of tea and
left the meal uneaten on the table. This is a long day to finish your tour but well worth it to experience the
scenery - the nearest we’ve seen to New Zealand’s South Island in places. It’s only 100 miles but you won’t
be able to go fast on the mountain roads.
Soon we will be sending you the full Welsh itinerary on our Vamoos app (maybe subject to minor changes).
If you’ve not used this before download it via either the Apple App Store or Google Play. It allows you to
view the itinerary, any documents we upload there and most importantly once we are on the tour gives you
the opportunity to view and go to any points that we have detailed on the maps and you can just hit a
waypoint and your satnav will take you directly to it. Details of how to access this tour with your username
and password will be sent in the email.
It is very important that you download the relevant maps before you come on the tour so you can use them
offline. For those of you who don’t use smartphone software all of the information will be available in the
route book as usual, the app is a useful accessory not a necessity.
Looking forward to seeing you all in sunny Wales
Paul and Lyn

